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Executive Summary
Background
Last year Yale College changed the Academic Calendar for the first time since 1972 by
introducing the following changes:
§

Introduced a 3-day October recess on the 4th week of October.

§

Shortened reading and exam period by two days each.

§

Equated the number of days in the Fall and Spring terms.

§

Increased winter break by 2-5 days (depending on the year).

§

Designated Labor Day as a day with no classes.

§

Introduced 7 pm final exams in a significantly larger capacity.

Introduction & survey demographics
The YCC administered a survey on Yale’s Academic Calendar to 888 Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors between September 1 and September 16.1 Respondents were evenly distributed by year
and by field of study. The recommendations for this report also draw from a survey conducted in
January 2013, which had 1,340 participants. Pg. 3

Survey Findings
1. Fall break, reading period, and exam period:
a. Students strongly oppose a shorter reading week due to negative effects on
academic performance as well as physical and mental health. Pg. 4
b. Students strongly support having fall break, lengthening reading week, and
shortening winter break. Pg. 5
c. Students prefer that fall break occur during the 3rd week of October instead of the
fourth week of October. Pg. 6
1

Survey questions developed with input from the Office of Institutional Research.
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2. Students overwhelmingly oppose taking final exams at 7 pm. Pg. 7
3. Selected additional responses Pg. 8 (a complete set of written responses starts on Pg. 10)
a. Additional responses suggest that a short reading week and finals period makes
completing papers and moving out difficult. Pg. 8
b. Additional responses suggest that students support shortening summer break by a
few days to lengthen reading period and have a fall break. Pg. 8
4. Appendix one: Cross-tabulations of survey responses by year and by major. Pg. 19
5. Appendix two: Comparison of results to findings form the January ‘13 YCC survey. Pg. 20

Recommendations
1. Lengthen reading and exam periods. Proposed adjustments ranked by preference:
a. Restore the original length of Reading and Exam periods by beginning the fall
term four days earlier and beginning the spring term four days earlier (shorten
winter break).
b. Add 1 day to Reading period and 1 day to Exam period by shortening the
beginning of winter break by 2 days, and the end of winter break by 2 days.
c. Add 1 day to Reading period in both semesters by shortening October recess by 1
day, and by shortening the end of Winter break by 1 day.
2. Hold fall break on the third week of October.
3. Significantly decrease or eliminate final exams at 7pm.
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Survey Demographics
Class Year
#

Answer

Response

%

1

2014

249

28%

2

2015

330

37%

3

2016

309

35%

4

2017

0

0%

Total

888

100%

Major (if you double major or have an interdisciplinary major please select the two appropriate boxes)
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Humanities

299

35%

2

Social Sciences

330

38%

3

STEM

369

43%

4

Undecided

27

3%
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Fall Break and Reading Period Schedule
Finding 1A: Students strongly oppose a shorter reading week because they believe it negatively
affects academic performance as well as physical and psychological health.

How did the changes to the length of reading and exam period influence your academic performance on
final assignments and exams towards the end of the term?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

N/A – the changes
did not affect me

239

28%

2

Very negatively

172

20%

3

Somewhat
negatively

412

48%

4

Somewhat positively

16

2%

5

Very positively

12

1%

Total

851

100%

How did the changes to the length of reading and exam period influence your health and levels or anxiety
towards the end of the term?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

N/A – the changes
did not affect me

140

16%

2

Very negatively

364

43%

3

Somewhat
negatively

322

38%

4

Somewhat positively

17

2%

5

Very positively

8

1%

Total

851

100%
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Finding 1B: Students strongly support having fall break, lengthening reading week 2-3 days, and
shortening winter break 2-3 days.
Which of the following best describes your preferences regarding fall break?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

N/A – I don’t have a
preference

30

4%

2

Yale should continue
fall break by reducing
the length of reading
period by 2-3 days
(the current system)

139

16%

3

Yale should continue
fall break by reducing
winter break by 2-3
days

549

64%

4

I would prefer to
cancel fall break
rather than shorten
reading period or
winter break

137

16%

Total

855

100%

Over 60% of each class favors reducing the length of winter break to facilitate a longer reading
period and a fall break.
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Over 60% of each field of study favors reducing the length of winter break to facilitate a longer
reading period and a fall break.

Finding 1C: Students prefer that fall break occur during the 3rd week of October instead of the
fourth week of October.
In 2012, fall break took place during the fourth week of October. When would you prefer that it should
take place this year?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

1st week of
October

22

3%

2

2nd week of
October

145

17%

3

3rd week of
October

398

48%

4

4th week of
October

264

32%

Total

829

100%
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Exam Time of Day
Finding 2: Students overwhelmingly oppose taking final exams at 7pm.

What time would you prefer to take a final exam?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

9am

286

33%

2

2pm

550

64%

3

7pm

18

2%

Total

854

100%

To what extent do you support or oppose having final exams at 7 pm?
#

Answer

Response

%

1

Strongly
oppose

322

38%

2

Somewhat
oppose

282

33%

3

Ambivalent

154

18%

4

Somewhat
support

69

8%

5

Strongly
support

27

3%

Total

854

100%
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Additional Responses
Finding 3A: A short reading week and finals period makes completing papers difficult and makes
moving out difficult.
Finding 3B: Students support shortening summer break by a few days to lengthen reading period
and have a fall break.

Selected responses on reading week, fall break, and winter break:
§

“Several administrators were on record in the YDN last year expressing the opinion that it
doesn't matter if reading period is a little shorter because students use a few of those days to "just"
relax instead of working steadily through all of them. These comments to me exposed a callous —
almost brutal — indifference to student health and wellbeing. Relaxing, having time off to destress and recover, is an absolutely /critical/ part of maintaining a healthy mental balance. At the
end of last term, I literally wanted to die. I do not mean this hyperbolically. I mean that there was
literally a part of my brain that was fervently hoping that I would be hit by a car, or fall down the
stairs, or catch a deadly disease for the entire last week and a half of term. Having two extra days
in reading period would have greatly alleviated this mental strain, and the comments from
administrators about relaxation seem to imply that said administrators literally do not care if
students feel this way so long as we do not actually kill ourselves. Needless to say, I think that's a
pretty horrifying attitude, and not one that I think our academic calendar should reflect.”

§

“Shorter reading week is hell for those with final projects/papers rather than exams. Absolute hell.
I would HAPPILY give up 3 days of winter break to fix this problem.”

§

“The two or three days of reading week are infinitely more valuable to students than a few more
days of winter break, an already-lengthy period.”

§

“Save our reading week! This is the most important thing YCC can do. "YCC had one job–
protect reading week–and they failed" was a common refrain I heard about the previous YCC
board. Winter break is very very long, and no one would mind it being a bit shorter. Reading
week lasting only three days is simply not enough (esp. in the spring with Spring Fling taking one
of those days).”

§

“GIVE US READING WEEK BACK!!”

§

“CUT INTO WINTER BREAK LORD HAVE MERCY I DON'T WANT TO SEE MY
PARENTS THAT LONG”
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Selected responses on the difficulties of moving out after exams:
§

“The shortened reading period also made move-out a disaster. The storage trucks left before my
last exam so I had to sacrifice valuable study time to pack. Having 4 final papers due the last day
of reading week immediately followed by 4 exams while having to go to language class all through
reading week meant I had no time to study, no time to sleep and was absolutely miserable by the
end. In addition to extending reading week, we need to have more time to move out. Also, those of
us who were staying on campus until commencement (glee club, orchestra, band) had nowhere to
stay for several hours on move out day and were stranded in the rain with all of our stuff. That is
absolutely unacceptable.”

§

“The most important change Yale needs to make regarding the calendar is give us more time to
move out. Currently, the move out time is noon the day after the last final exam. That leaves
many students insufficient time to pack and clean. It is incredibly stressful--making move out a
day later would make the end of the year end on a much better note.”

Selected response on the time of day of final exams:
§

“The 7PM exam time slot is a difficult one to handle - especially given the frequency of 9AM
exams. In order to ensure alertness of students during exam timeslots, prospective times should not
span the entire day (9AM-10PM) so students can adjust their sleep cycle accordingly.”
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Text Response
Fall break is useless. Bring back a less stressful reading period.
Extend reading period by reducing either summer or winter break; I don't think it particularly matters
which.
Have final papers be due after exams, not after reading week
I don't understand why the *spring* term reading week is shorter...because of this, I did not attend as
much of Spring Fling as I would've liked. I'm fine with a shorter reading week in the winter, but I want
a bit more in the spring, as one day is already lost to Spring Fling. If the solution to that is to eliminate
fall (October) break, I would do so in a heartbeat Regardless, I would much prefer a shorter winter
break than shorter reading week.
Reducing Winter break instead of taking away virtually half of Reading Week for the October break is
an absolute no-brainer. The utility of 2 reading week days far exceeds the utility of 2 days of winter break
You guys should really have put an option for shortening the Fall Break to a 4-day weekend or
something. That would be a good compromise, but no one can vote for it because you didn't put it as an
option.
Winter Break is very long. The administration should keep Fall Break and reintroduce a longer reading
period, and shorten winter break. There's no reason why the days added to reading period need to be
taken from Fall Break. It's just absurd, when Winter Break is so long, to do that.
I'm assuming that the 3rd week of october means the third full week, as in the week it is this year from
the 23rd to the 27th
If it's necessary to have Fall Break, it would be great to keep the dining halls open for those who are
required to stay on campus (such as many athletic teams).
I think our summer and winter breaks are too long. Having breaks during the school year is good as a
relaxing point, but the longer breaks definitely should not come at the cost of compromising our time to
academically prepare during reading period.
The reason shortening reading period did not affect me this term was because, after the mess of
consecutive finals I had in Fall 2012, I VERY PURPOSEFULLY chose classes that staggered my workload
so I would not be that destroyed come spring. I was lucky to be able to accomplish this.
The fall break is too short to be restful. Most classes don't even get a day off, so the workload is
comparable with a normal weekend. There isn't time to catch up, and there isn't time to go much further
than New York. At best it gives me three extra hours that I would have spent in class to do the eight extra
hours of homework assigned to make up for the "reduced class time". If fall break is really deemed
essential, I would much rather have days lopped off the end of exams than reading period. Counting the
weekend after classes end as part of reading is fairly ridiculous. The last week of classes is a flurry of
"midterms", papers, and final projects. Taking a few days to reboot and catch up on sleep would seem
like a healthy and normal thing to do after that friday, but instead two late mornings, and you're down
to two days of reading period. I rarely have exams, and usually leave campus, exhausted and displeased
with my final papers, four to five days before exams finish. It completely penalizes humanities students,
and encourages professors to cram more into the final weeks of class instead of giving us an appropriate
length of time to process and ingrain the teachings of the semester into long term memory.
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GIVE US READING WEEK BACK!!
The shortened reading week was really awful- absolutely must change
Shorten reading period even more, it's still too long. Start classes after labor day!
The most important change for me would be to allow final papers to be submitted at the end of exam
period as opposed to the end of reading period. Many humanities majors have no finals whatsoever and
struggle to finish all their papers by the end of reading period just to have no work whatsoever during
exam period.
Several administrators were on record in the YDN last year expressing the opinion that it doesn't matter
if reading period is a little shorter because students use a few of those days to "just" relax instead of
working steadily through all of them. These comments to me exposed a callous — almost brutal —
indifference to student health and wellbeing. Relaxing, having time off to de-stress and recover, is an
absolutely /critical/ part of maintaining a healthy mental balance. At the end of last term, I /literally/
wanted to die. I do not mean this hyperbolically. I mean that there was literally a part of my brain that
was fervently hoping that I would be hit by a car, or fall down the stairs, or catch a deadly disease for the
entire last week and a half of term. Having two extra days in reading period would have /greatly/
alleviated this mental strain, and the comments from administrators about relaxation seem to imply that
said administrators literally do not care if students feel this way so long as we do not /actually/ kill
ourselves. Needless to say, I think that's a pretty horrifying attitude, and not one that I think our
academic calendar should reflect.
Yale should make Fall Break 4 days, and then add one day to reading week. Then shorten winter break
by 2 days, and add 2 days to the exam period.
Evening exams put me at a severe disadvantage. I have narcolepsy and I find it much more difficult to
stay awake and maintain concentration levels in the evening. It is significant enough that I will not take a
class I otherwise would if I see it has an evening final scheduled.
What if fall break were a 4 day weekend instead of a 5 day weekend, and we earned another day of
reading period that way? That could be a good way to do it. But cutting shorter our winter break also
works. Either way, the current reading week situation is a major problem, especially in the spring
semester with Spring Fling.
Move-out was virtually impossible with last year's schedule. I was able (barely) to keep up with my
assignments because my semester was one of my easier academic semesters, but I was not able to finish
packing and moving out that quickly. Extending exam period by a couple of days would have been ideal.
Other schools (Harvard, Brown, etc.) have longer winter breaks (five weeks) and shorter spring breaks.
I think the long winter breaks are useful for people who want to take on projects mid-year. I would love
to have a five week long winter break, even at the cost of a shorter summer and/or spring break.
I think that having a final at 7 pm and then a final the next day at 9 am is unreasonable. That is a lot of
stress for students and because of the timing of the finals students are not able to do their best and truly
demonstrate what they know. Also, I do not think that students even have to take finals in consecutive
times slots for the same reason.
Fall break is so dumb. Either give us a whole week and push everything back, or don't give us one at all.
Don't cut reading and exam period to give us that break that's supposed to "make things less stressful"
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AYFKM. Is this the sense that the administration runs with? God save the Queen.
I'd rather have the summer be shorter to compensate for fall break.
Yale should reduce reading period by 1 day and winter break by 1 day, making the actual reductions feel
like less, but getting the same result. The shortened reading week is extremely stressful and far too
packed to be productive.
Get rid of fall break. Selfish for the east coasters. Especially to take away from winter break which is the
only time anyone else can see their families.
Yale tends to end the spring term (and have its commencement) quite early in comparison to many other
schools. Perhaps Yale could keep fall break (which was nice and very appreciated) and the previous
longer length of reading period as well as the same length of winter break at the end of the fall term and
just push everything back a few days?
As a Jewish student on campus, I feel it was quite difficult last year to manage with missed schoolwork
during the Jewish High Holy Days (Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, which are the holiest days in the
Jewish faith). I know of several friends at other schools who had off for these days, given the large
population of Jewish students and faculty (as there is at Yale). I would very much appreciate if Yale
could consider structuring the calendar with the first day of Rosh Hashanah and (especially) Yom
Kippur as days without instruction. The major holidays in the Christian faith (Christmas and Easter) are
always days without instruction (as they fall during winter break and on a Sunday respectively). I ask
that you please consider offering the same courtesy to Jewish students as well. Since both holidays
always occur in early fall, starting the academic calendar slightly earlier might be a convenient
adjustment. Additionally, last year it turned out that the first night of Passover, typically an important
time for families to join for dinner and the "seder," fell on the first night we arrived back on campus after
spring break. Easter also happened to be the following Sunday. At my former high school, spring break
was always fashioned such that both the first night of Passover and Easter were days without instruction.
Given that Yale's spring break lasts two weeks, this would probably be a relatively convenient
adjustment as well. Thank you very much for your consideration.
I loved the system last year- thank you!
I believe Fall break should occur, with a slightly shortened winter break. I believe the spring semester
should remain unaffected by Fall break, rather than how last year our spring semester reading period
was also shortened by something that occured during the fall semester.
A shorter reading period is really horrible!! It makes the end of term much more stressful, especially for
students with lots of papers. I would much rather have a longer reading period than having Fall break or
a longer winter break
We need more time to pack during second semester reading period (or after the end of second semester
finals). To pack, study, and take finals with 3 days of reading period is much too short.
I would like to see a schedule that splits the shortening- maybe one fewer day of reading period and one
or two fewer days of winter break-- and also does not include 7 pm finals or Sunday finals.
Fall break sounds great at first, but it upsets the rhythm you get going in the middle of the semester.
Plus, I live too far away to go home for such a short time anyway. The real solution would be to move
Thanksgiving to the middle of the semester and make it more like spring break, but I don't think that's
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exactly at our discretion. Alas.
The shortened reading week should be the LAST thing to go. I would much rather have just a day or two
off for "fall break" than have that time taken from reading period. We're here to go to school, not to be
on break. Also, winter break can be shorter too - ANYTHING rather than shortening reading period.
I believe that Family Weekend was moved much earlier in the year to better balance its timing with that
of Fall Break, but Family Weekend should be moved back to its original place, or even made to be after
Fall Break if the break becomes within the first two weeks of October. One of the primary motivations
behind Family Weekend is that students can show their families the organizations with which they are
involved on campus, and if they are involved in some sort of performing group (singing, instrumental,
dance, poetry, comedy, anything), perform with that group for their families. Moving Family Weekend
so early does not give students adequate time to settle into their new extracurricular commitments, and
puts pressure on all performing groups to select and prepare new members on a much more rushed
timeline.
I would rather have a shorter fall break (like a three day weekend) and keep reading period and winter
break the same length.
Fall Break should be discontinued, and the week-long Reading WEEK should be reinstated, for the
following reasons: -Fall Break was supposedly introduced to improve students' mental health and ease
anxiety during Midterms. However, shortening Reading Week significantly increases stress and anxiety
in many students. -It can be argued that the mere presence of a Fall Break increases stress levels in
students. Midterm exams and papers are now crammed into a shorter time period. Exams/Papers used
to be spread throughout the entire month of October, but now most deadlines fall on the week before
Fall Break, making midterm season an even more stressful period than it was before. -If some students
say they truly felt they needed Fall Break after midterms in October, it is likely because their
midterms/papers were crammed into this period right before Fall Break. In this way Fall Break CAUSES
the stress that is then remedied by Fall Break itself. -Fall Break presents a financial burden for students
who do not reside in the Northeast. As a student from Southern California, I could not travel home
during Fall Break. I visited a friend at Brown for two days, but then returned to Yale and was in my
apartment by myself for the rest of the weekend. The train tickets to Providence were expensive, but the
cost was better than being alone in my apartment for 5 days. I would have preferred not to travel,
though. -Shortening the length of Reading Week in the spring to balance a longer Winter Break is
completely illogical. Students do not need longer Winter Breaks, and we certainly don't need them to
improve our mental health. After all, students have no assignments to complete during this time, and
most are looking forward to returning to Yale after three weeks. In conclusion, students are more
stressed at the end of the spring term due to a shortened Reading Week, without receiving any more
time off during the spring term. Although I am a senior, I feel very strongly about reversing Yale
College's Fall Break/Reading Week policies. Please feel free to contact me at mckenna.keyes@yale.edu if
you want me to provide the administration with more info.... But for real though, I feel like I could write
a persuasive essay on why Fall Break needs to go.
If we do not cancel Fall break, winter break should be shortened. It is absolutely necessary to have an
extended reading period, considering how much work we have at the very end of the semester.
I honestly think Fall Break helped me cope with the workload last year. I remember being really stressed
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out when we didn't have fall break, but last year was much more manageable. I definitely think it should
continue, even at the cost of a shorter reading period. However, I do think reducing Winter Break is
better than a shorter reading period.
The 7PM exam time slot is a difficult one to handle - especially given the frequency of 9AM exams. In
order to ensure alertness of students during exam timeslots, prospective times should not span the entire
day (9AM-10PM) so students can adjust their sleep cycle accordingly.
With a partial week fall break, professors don't respect it as an actual break. They just assign more work
because the break does not sufficiently disrupt the continuity of week by week reading and problem set
assignments. I am completely opposed to any fall break. To be of any benefit, the break needs to last a
full academic week, but this would further shorten reading/exam period or winter break, neither of
which should be done in exchange for pseudo-break in October.
The shortened reading period also made move-out a disaster. The storage trucks left before my last exam
so I had to sacrifice valuable study time to pack. Having 4 final papers due the last day of reading week
immediately followed by 4 exams while having to go to language class all through reading week meant I
had no time to study, no time to sleep and was absolutely miserable by the end. In addition to extending
reading week, we need to have more time to move out. Also, those of us who were staying on campus
until commencement (glee club, orchestra, band) had nowhere to stay for several hours on move out day
and were stranded in the rain with all of our stuff. That is absolutely unacceptable.
I think the winter and the summer breaks are too long. I would much rather prefer longer semesters with
more and/or longer breaks because it seems that when it rains work, it pours. The semesters when I had
2 or more days between my 3 finals, I did much better academically because my finals scores raised my
grades by about 2 marks. The shorter reading weeks lowered them by about 1 because I was tired and did
not have time to review.
We filled out this exact survey last year, YCC. You should be embarrassed for losing your data
reading and finals periods were way too short.
A longer reading week would be amazing. Also moving out right after finals is a nightmare, especially if
you have exams the day before because you want to focus on doing well on those. If there was a day
buffer between the last exam and move-out, that would be of incredible help.
Why is spring semester reading period shortened, if fall reading period is shortened 2-3 days (ie fall
break = 3 days)?
Don't allow october break to shorten reading period! And also no late final exams, it's very stressful and
inconvenient.
Winter break can afford to be 2-3 days shorter - reading period can not. Definitely continue Fall break
and reduce Winter break.
The two or three days of reading week are infinitely more valuable to students than a few more days of
winter break, an already-lengthy period.
A lot of extracurricular groups have semesterly events planned for reading week (elections, etc) that take
up a lot of people's time. The problem with the length of reading week was that with all these events
there was not enough time to also do the appropriate studying. Yale thrives because of its
extracurriculars, so I think this should be taken into account because these groups need to have certain
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events at certain times.
Please shrink winter or summer break to give a longer reading period.
A lot of professors have been extending class to Reading Period to make up for the time lost during fall
break, which makes the final period so much more stressful.
Get rid of this awful break and make winter break longer and restore reading week. No brainer.
Shorter reading week is hell for those with final projects/papers rather than exams. Absolute hell. I
would HAPPILY give up 3 days of winter break to fix this problem.
Please please please don't keep having a shortened reading week and finals period. it's the worst. I know
I'm a senior and won't benefit from changes, but it is horrible and made that time so much more
stressful and negatively affected my performance and that of my friends. Fall break is nice, but the
important thing is to restore reading week.
My freshmen year was the first year that there was a fall break. While I can't accurately compare the
difference between fall break/shorter reading period and no fall break/longer reading period, I can say
that fall break was much needed. However, I did feel that reading period was rather short. I would prefer
to shorten winter vacation and even spring break by a day or two than to lose those 2-3 days during the
reading period.
Fall break here is pretty pointless because Yale goes about it half-heartedly. Also, what are we, a below
average public school rushing to finish it's academic year? Why do we have to shorten any reading
period, ever? We already get out much earlier than the majority of schools around the country. Also, why
have a fall break and a break at the end of November? Seems repetitive and rather pointless.
Instead of taking a few days off winter break, take a few days off summer break! Two days off summer
makes barely any difference for most Yalies. As an international student, winter is the only time that I
can see my family and go back home. Fall break is necessary to actually get work done. I don't plan on
relaxing at all during fall break - I plan on catching up on projects.
Reading period is too short and, as a result, unnecessarily stressful. PLEASE elongate reading period.
Fall break is a great opportunity for stressed students to take a mid-semester breather. I found it very,
very helpful to my mental health and it really helped me get back into a work-hard mentality last year
after having a difficult first few weeks! I only say "2nd" week of October because it spreads out the
breaks more, given that Thanksgiving and Winter Break are already so closely spaced.
Coincide Fall Break with Columbus Day weekend. We all need a break after Family Weekend, plus it
cuts the semester nicely. A late Fall Break negates the purpose (which was to reduce stress midway
through the semester, according to Dean Miller's email) since it cuts up the last few weeks before
Harvard-Yale, which ends up causing more stress as students work to make deadlines.
Last year, Fall Break fell much too close to the Thanksgiving Break. It should be earlier to allow students
a breather after the very stressful back-to-school period. I would rather Winter Break be shortened
rather than Reading Period. Yale has an extremely stressful exam period and students need time to
prepare for both papers and exams. Shortening Reading Period does not simply shorten the days before
a one day's study for an exam, it drastically shortens the amount of time to work on papers. Humanities
and Social Science majors typically have three or four papers to prepare for at once. Returning Reading
Period to its original length allows students to focus on these papers more closely and produce work of a
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higher quality than the rushed submissions from last year.
There should be an option to make summer shorter. Keep winter break, fall break, and reading period as
long as possible!!!
I'd rather have uneven days than have a shortened reading period in the spring as well. Since
Thanksgiving Break is so long, it seems unnecessary to also have an October break a few weeks
beforehand. Perhaps consider giving off for whichever of the Jewish Holidays (Yom Kippur or Rosh
Hashana) falls on a weekday.
Havingn a long reading period is important especially for Humanities major, who typically have final
papers due during this period and few, or even no, final exams. Shortened reading period especially
punishes students with many final papers.
CUT INTO WINTER BREAK LORD HAVE MERCY I DON'T WANT TO SEE MY PARENTS
THAT LONG
A shortened reading period is the worst way to accommodate a fall break. Winter break is 4 weeks
(approximately?) so I think it makes infinitely more sense to detract from that rather than from reading
week and finals period. Having a 9 am final after a 7pm final (on a Sunday night, no less) only adds to
already high stress levels and ENCOURAGES poor performance on exams. I am a proponent of fall
break, but not at the expense of a shortened reading week or exams period.
I'm somewhat indifferent to the placement of Fall Break, but there was no option to indicate that. Fall
Semester is really long and I think the break is great, but the reduced reading period and exam period
puts a lot of stress on students with many papers and also negatively impacts a lot of extracurricular
groups.
FALL BREAK IS NECESSARY TO THE SANITY OF STUDENTS
The most important change Yale needs to make regarding the calendar is give us more time to move out.
Currently, the move out time is noon the day after the last final exam. That leaves many students
insufficient time to pack and clean. It is incredibly stressful--making move out a day later would make
the end of the year end on a much better note.
I'm more concerned about the affect on the spring reading week. I would gladly sacrifice some of the
wasted time during winter break to have a longer reading period
When analyzing the results from this survey it is very important to do a cross-listing of the classes
students took during the term. I feel that result will vary answers to this survey dramatically.
Better still than shortening Winter Break would be shortening Summer Break
KEEP FALL BREAK
I was impacted only somewhat negatively by the shorter reading period in the spring of 2013, but I was
impacted VERY negatively by the shortened reading period in fall of 2012. I felt as though I did not have
sufficient time to finish my assignments, and my roommate and I were surprised that we were still alive
at the end of exam period.
Spring Fling must be moved
I'd prefer if we made summer shorter by 2-3 days, And keep winter break and reading period long.
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Please, please get rid of the short Reading Period. I had 4 exams, two on the same day all over three
consecutive days. I almost had a nervous breakdown. I also had to catch an 18 hour International flight a
few hours after my last exam (as a Third World kid, had to get the cheapest flight out) . So late exams
on the last day of exam period should also be a no-no.
Please give a full day between the end of exams and when students need to be moved out. It is incredibly
difficult and stressful in the status quo to go from having taken an exam to being ready to move out all in
an afternoon
Spring and fall are the wrong terms to compare. The shortened Spring reading period is the bigger issue
because it detracts from academic performance due to end of year obligations and celebrations in
residential colleges, student organizations, friend groups and, obviously, Spring Fling.
To me, Fall Break is not at ALL worth the cost of a shortened reading period.
Shorten reading week and exams week more!!
I think the shortening of finals period (not necessarily reading period) stresses a lot of underclassmen
who have finals (freshmen, sophomores, some juniors) out because the finals are more likely to be back
to back. Several sophomores in one of my classes had a final at 7pm after our 2pm final, and some one
made the point that it's possible a student can have a final at 7pm then 9am the next day, which could
result in unhealthier sleeping habits than normal. I think finals should stick to either 9am and 2pm OR
2pm and 7pm. Especially because a poor, unlucky student might have three consecutive finals and
postponing it (assuming it's being postponed to the fall) is just a bad idea for anyone who has a good,
current grasp of the class material.
Having an entire week to finish my final projects and prepare for exams would be a blessing.
Keep the fall break. People are just weak.
A lot of the problem with the shorter reading week is that extracurriculars/ campus culture haven't
adjusted yet. So people expect to have time on weekends to hold elections for various groups, do end-ofthe-year events, etc. The result of the combination of a shorter reading period and the remaining
traditions of groups used to a longer reading period is the real problem.
Reading period was the perfect length of time. I never had the longer reading period (since I was a
freshman last year) but I really liked the setup last year. Also, Fall break is a necessity. I wouldn't change
anything!
The shortened Reading Period is absolutely devastating to those with major history papers that require a
great deal of research. It is entirely irresponsible to compress so many assignments in such a small
amount of time, and trying to do so not only strongly negatively effected my academic performance, but
also my physical health. Shortening Reading Period was a stupid idea when it was announced, and it
continues to be stupid. Although shortening Winter Break is the clear and sensible option, I'd rather see
my beloved Fall Break go than have to survive another year with a hellish and laughable three-day
Reading Period.
Professors often feel the need to require both 20-30 page final papers and exams during reading period
and finals period, often disproportionately weighting assignments completed in this final week
compared to those completed throughout the semester. With reading period shortened, a standard if not
easy finals schedule contains two 20+ page papers, 1+ presentation, and 3+ final exams. This is my
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schedule this year, and it is clear that a shortened reading period taken up by the papers and
presentations leaves no time for studying for the finals until exam period actually starts. It is also not an
option to work on the papers or study before reading period, as many professors have the final 'midterm'
that week, additional quizzes, papers, and other assignments. Some do not even release the topics for the
final paper until the beginning of reading period. It is contradictory to the point of reading period to
have it consumed by additional assignments. Before, it was long enough that at least a few days could be
used for actual reading period purposes. Now that has changed as only a Saturday and Sunday exist
before a single week that determines 50-80% of the final grade in each course. This change significantly
affected my grades, and more importantly my mental and physical health in the past semesters. I
would propose (1) that reading period be extended from the current state at the expense of a few days in
Thanksgiving or even winter break; (2) that professors be prohibited from requiring both a final paper
and a final exam during this time; (3) that grading schemes be regulated to allow for no more than a
certain percentage of the final grade to be determined in this last week; and (4) that more effort be made
to allow students to take postponed exams at alternate times rather than the following semester.
Fall Break hurt students with papers. We had no time to write all our final papers due to a much shorter
reading week. It was a rushed writing process and many people had to pull all nighters to finish their
many papers. Please get rid of Fall Break and keep reading period as it was.
Shortening reading period and finals period causes undue anxiety and stress. It is much better to have a
few, badly needed days to study before exams than to leave for home early. I would much rather study
another day per test and leave for home feeling good about my exams rather than leave several days
earlier worrying about my grades. Another issue not addressed in this survey is the short turn-around in
the spring between the final exam slot and the time to move out. My final exam ended between 5:00 and
5:30 on the last day of finals period, and I was supposed to leave my room, completely packed, by noon
the next day. Believe it or not, packing and studying time are mutually exclusive. An extra day to pack
belongings at the end of finals period would be extremely beneficial so that students would not need to
cut down on sleeping and studying before exams to pack their belongings. A continuation of dining hall
service to the last day residence halls are open would also be appreciated, as students are still living in
these halls.
I don't think this can be said enough or more emphatically: For our fall breaks, shorten winter break,
not fall or spring semester's reading periods. Simple as that.
Save our reading week! This is the most important thing YCC can do. "YCC had one job–protect
reading week–and they failed" was a common refrain I heard about the previous YCC board. Winter
break is very very long, and no one would mind it being a bit shorter. Reading week lasting only three
days is simply not enough (esp. in the spring with Spring Fling taking one of those days).
What difference does input make... Yale is going to do whatever they want anyway.
The reduced reading week is especially detrimental largely because professors cannot extend final
*paper* deadlines past the last day of *Reading week* at 5 PM. It would be strictly preferable (and
dissolve a lot of anxiety among all students in classes with final papers) if the deadlines for papers could
extend into finals period. It is almost impossible for many clubs and organizations to dedicate times to
electing their new officers for the next school year in the reduced schedule. The reduced schedule also
affects Spring Fling negatively, both in terms of attendance and overall attitude. It would make more
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sense to move Spring Fling to a preceding weekend (such as the Saturday before classes end) so many
people aren't tempted to waste a full day.
Reading WEEK should actually be a week.
shorten breaks to make three day weekends plz. yolo.
Instead of taking off days from reading period or winter break, take them off from summer break!! It is
already so long anyway!
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Appendix 2: Comparing Results to January Survey
From January 10-January 18 2013 the YCC surveyed 1340 undergrads evenly distributed by class
and major. The results obtained in our September 2013 survey were almost entirely consistent
with the results obtained in the previous January survey. The January survey reached the
following conclusions:
§

§

§

§
§

Fall break added a needed break for students, but “the shortening of reading period
caused an unprecedented amount of stress and anxiety at the end of the term.” 5% found
the shortened reading period positive or semi-positive for their academic performance,
while 74% found it negative or semi-negative and 67% of sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors found finals period less manageable – 66% preferred shortening winter break
and keeping fall break.
3% of students preferred 7pm finals to 2pm or 9am finals, and 13% supported 7pm final
exams, while 62% were opposed (the report notes that students struggled with 9am finals
that followed the day after 7pm finals).
Respondents expressed a slight preference that fall break be held the fourth week of
October (41%) over the third week (38%), but as the authors noted, 60% of students
expressed that they would like fall break to be earlier than its current schedule (fourth
week of October).
According to the survey, 104 students were eligible to postpone exams and 25 did.
The authors of the January survey concluded that “the shortening of reading period
disproportionally hurt those with more final papers, especially juniors and seniors”.
These results are consistent with the findings of this report as well. Consequently, the
report’s authors suggested that all final papers be due on the last day of finals period,
rather than on the last day of reading period:
o “While this policy is in place to protect students, by creating a separation and not
adding additional pressure to exam period, with the shortening of reading period,
this policy caused significant difficulties for many students. For example, some
students might have three papers due on Wednesday night, and then a final exam
on Thursday and be done with the semester. However, if all papers were due on
the last day of finals, each student could plan his or her time accordingly with
regards to their individual schedules. With the shortening of reading period, a
change of this policy is crucial to create a more equal distribution of work
deadlines among students at the end of the term.”

